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A guide to surviving the many stresses of finals week
whiteboard and random school
CRYSTAI FFARNSWORTH
ARNSWORTH
whiteboard
and random schoolunfettered
unfetteredrejoicing.
rejoicing.It Itonly
only 8. It probably goes without have winter break to look forC RY S TA L

Staff Writer
It is nearly that time of the

year again. Slowly creeping up
on both students and professors

alike, it sends blood pressure
soaring and spurs on late night
cramming sessions with fellow
classmates.

For returning students, finals
week, though certainly a stressworthy event, is hardly as daunt
ing a task as it is for first-time
freshmen.
So. for all the worried mass
es of freshmen out there who are

wondering how they are ever
going to survive an entire week
of nothing but tests, sit back and
try to relax all those tense mus
cles.

We have done all the home

work for you, and if you simply
follow our friendly suggestions
below, you are bound to succeed
with flying colors.
1. First, do not go to class on
the Monday of finals week
(unless you enjoy keeping the

janitor company). It is Dead Day
Monday, and no, that does not
mean we have all given in to the

means that you have more tests
on other days. Plan accordingly.

saying, but just in case you have
not quite figured it out by now.

ward to once your last final is

5 . J u s t b e c a u s e i t i s fi n a l s

pressure and stress of the week. It
is a free day to do all the studying

studying is a must!
9. In the end, try not to stress

And remember, the Prayer

•week does not mean that you
cannot have any fun. In fact, it is
recommended that you devote at
least a little bit of time everyday
to doing something fun. Mild
forms of insanity have been

you want. It is suggested that you
actually do some studying.
2.

Do

not

miss

out

on

Midnight Breakfast on Monday
night. It is a great time to fuel up

much studying is done in one sit

ed break before ioloparily starts

ting.
6. Sleep is a good thing, and
not just because you need your

years.

Chapel is always open 24 hours a
day. Some of you may need it
more than others.

known to assert themselves if too

on food and take that much need

blending together with didactic
poetry. But be warned, flying
doughnuts have been known to
injure students there in past

yourself out too much. After all,
these are only finals and you

done.

beauty rest either. Believe it or
not, some finals are at 8 a.m. It

tends to put a damper on that all-

3. Not all surprises are happy

night 1 Love Lucy marathon you
were planning to watch.
at least one week before the actu
1. As annoying as they may
al tests start. The university be, those cliched expressions
schedules test times so that they generally have some truth to
are evenly distributed over the them. Two heads really tu^e better
course of the week, but double
than one. If you have the time, try
check anyways. They have been
to meet up with some of your
CHELSEA SHERIER
known to make mistakes before.
friends from class to study. You
CRAMMING FOR FINALS: Vanessa Sficca-Cooper, Rose
4. Try not to let the fact that can help each other clarify any
Sinnhuber
and Danica Dodge study together to prepare for final
you may not have a test on one thing that is confusing and have
exams
and
projects.
day send you into a tizzy of fun while you are doing it.
o n e s . C h e c k t h e fi n a l s s c h e d u l e

i t i i

f c a C i i - .

Learning to be leaders Writing Center offers help to students
MELISSA

on Monday nights, and there are
also days when Advance

LONGWFJX

News Editor

Do you feel called to be a
leader? Do you enjoy being in
charge? Would you like to learn
more about taking on responsi
bility and leading others?
If

so.

the

Advance

Leadership program at Fox is
here for you.
Advance Leadership has
been at Fox for three years, and
has been very successful.
Kristina

Hanson,

the

Associate Dean of Student

Leadership, is in charge of the
Advance program and she says
that the "program exists to pro
vide opportunities for students to
learn more about their character

and leadership capabilities."
Leadership abilities are
meant to be used for positive

change on campus, in the com
munity, and on the job. Advance
Leadership provides workshops

Leadership takes students to the
Tilikum Ropes Course.
Students can get involved by
attending any one of the work
shops, or they can work towards
obtaining a leadership credential.
This involves attending a certain
number of workshops and
events, as well as completing a
Capstone Project.
Hanson says that the

Staff Writer
New

to

the

school

next

semester will be George Fox
University's first Writing Center,
part of the Academic Resource
C e n t e r. T h e A c a d e m i c R e s o u r c e

Center (or ARC), directed by
Rick Muthiah, will offer students

help with their papers and writing
skills, and will offer tutorial
assistance in other academic dis

ciplines.

knowledge into practice."
Students are given the chance to

Center will be run by peer con
sultants who are either writing

design a project that will benefit
an organization of their choice,

and then they put it into practice.
Currently, approximately 25
students are working towards
completing their leadership cre
dential. The Spring 2004 calen
dar of workshops and events will
be out soon for those looking to
get involved next semester.
Some workshop titles include
"Balance: Who's Got It?" and

nities for service.

Spiritual Gifts."

December 5,2003

WHITE

Capstone Project "allows stu
dents to put their leadership

for students to develop profes
sional skills, as well as opportu

Workshops are generally held

LAURA

"Discovering and Applying Your

Muthiah said the Writing

majors or skillful writers from
other fields of study.
The Writing Center and
Academic Resource Center will

open in January. It will be located
in the Collins Resource Center on
t h e t h i r d fl o o r o f t h e E d w a r d s

Stevens Center, near the Student

Life offices. Melanie Springer
Mock will direct the Writing
C e n t e r.

Muthiah said it will be a place

for all levels of students to get
help with their writing. Muthiah

stated, "This program is both for
the top studeiits and for those

Coordination & Learning

struggling with the basics."
Muthiah also said the point of the

Services.

center is to show students how to

ing to be a part of the Writing

develop as writers, in addition to
helping them on specific essay
assignments.
"Learning how to leam" is
the key, he said. He wants the
teachers and tutors working in
the center to benefit from the pro

Center were held last month, and

gram as much as those getting
their papers corrected.
According to Muthiah, the
center will not be a place where
students can just drop off papers
and pick them up in an hour.
Students will bring their papers

Enhancement, and Disabilities
Interviews for students want

the center should be ready at the
start of next semester.
Students should look for
more information about the cen
ter in their mailboxes and around

campus. Information will most
likely also be posted on the
Student News and Info folder on
foxmail.

Writing centers are popular at
many other colleges. Muthiah
visited the writing center at Reed

College last month to get more

in and sit down with a consultant

ideas on improving the one here.

who will go over their work with

This is George Fox's first writing

the student.

center, he said, and he wants to

Muthiah said the Writing
Center is the "main hub" of the

campus's new Academic
Resource Center, tentatively
being called The ARC. He said

the Writing Center is just one of
the five departments The ARC
will be offering.
The other departments are
tentatively Campus Tutoring.

make it as effective as possible.
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Happenings at Oxford Reducing, reusing, and recycling at Fox
glass bottles, they are usually met

Oregonians grow up with
propaganda from the time they
are born about recycling. Ask
almost any student from Oregon
who grew up with a TV, and they
can probably tell you all about

CHARITY

other countries). Spectators

EDWARDS

can buy cheap tickets to stand

Staff Writer

the commercials they used to see
proclaiming the benefits of recy
cling. "Reduce, reuse, recycle"
was the mantra.

male's nocturnal residence,

She and 1 shcU"e a one-person
room, which means we're

forced to get along. Not that
that's bad.

To be fair, students from

other states probably meet the
same kind of reaction. (This
what she used.) Many probably

give up after the initial query. But

already this semester.
We get to the bus station
and hook up with other mem
bers of our party - two other
students in the Oxford Honours

Programme, a staff member,
and her daughter.
The bus ride is about an

hour and a half, during which 1
try to show the student sitting
next to me an easier way to cro
chet (she doesn't believe that

it's easier) and take an hour-

long nap. Getting up at 7:00 is
way too early for me.
Once in London, we ladies
decide we need to utilize the
loo, a,s the restroom is called

here. We have to pay 20 pence
to even get in.

Then we all buy tickets for

to stand most of the time. It

.sure beats walking, though.
We head straight for the the
atre. conversing about various

places we've been in the past

six weeks. Our program has
provided .several field trips for
us. mostly cathedrals and cas
tles.

If you want to recycle other

According to Ginger Hoover,

materials, you have to be cre
ative. There are several drop sites
located in Newberg near Fred

Meyer, Thriftway, and other
stores.

black .skirts.

A different kind of recycling

The day is still young, but
it's freezing and windy and

is also done towards the end of

the school year. Large bins are
put in dorm lobbies and labeled

rainy. We cross back over the

of

the

Houses

Recycled
White Papct

"Phase Two." These bins are for

students to donate anything they
find they do not want anymore as
they clean out their room, such as
clothes, books, hangers, etc.

of

Parliament. It doesn't look
anything like it docs in Peter

These items are then either used

Pan. We all ooh and aah and

by students in the summer or
given to local charities.
There are definately opportu
nities to recycle. But what if you
think George Fox should have a

take pictures.

Next stop: Trafalgar
Square. We really can't see
why it's so special. So it's got

C H E L S E A PA R K E R

RECYCLED PAPER: Boxes for recycling are set up in the
Beebe post office for students to dump unwanted mail.

a statue of a guy on a horse - so
what?

Then we wander around

trying to find a place for dinner.

Since it's a weekend, most

places are full, but we .squeeze
into a caf6 and enjoy a quiet
dinner reminiscing over the
play. I, for one, think the parts
where the actors kiss are gross,
but my roommate disagrees.
Another ride on the Tube

recycling program?
director of Custodial Services,

"You have to want it enough
most of the recycling George Fox to figure out how it will be done
does is related to paper. Every so it doesn't have to be reinvent
office has its paper recycling ed every year," says Hoover.
you can probably see rows of
bags, and there are a couple of
In other words, someone
bins laid out next to the curb. All
of them are full of empty milk places students can recycle their would need to step up and figure
old term papers or rough drafts.
out how a recycling program
jugs, flattened tin cans, and clear
The student post office in could work for the campus and
glass bottles.
It is a change for Oregonian Beebe also has paper recycling. set it up so that each year a stu
students to arrive on campus and Made a lot of copies that did not dent would take care of it.
not automatically have bins laid quite turn out? The library has
Catchy, huh? Most towns

have recycling programs, and in
neighborhoods on recycle days,

from the Charing Cross Station,
another bus ride and nap, and
we're back in Oxford.

Chapel speaker teaches on living a life of yes

Just a day in the life...

the Tube, London's subway
system. It's really not all it's
cracked up to be, and we have

board.

on campus.

actors brushes all of us with his

part

hometown. Stratford-on-Avon.

bins are for newspapers and card

there are things you can recycle

stage. At the end. one of the

male cast. We saw Measure for

Measure in Shakespeare's

There are also bins by
University Hall and Edwards that
are sponsored by FISH. These

we can lean on the side of the

Shakespeare play at the Globe
- Twelfth Night with an all-

go to London to see a

department or by plant services.

author only knows the recycling
program Oregon has, so that s

We gel a good position where

Thames the way we came and
get pelted with precipitation.
We take the Tube again, this
time to see Big Ben. which is

Today, we are planning to

huge recycling bags.
Pop cans can be recycled in
almost any building. Most pop
can recycling is done either by a

with a blank stare.

in front of and beside the stage.

I roll out of bed, trying not
to bump my head again on the
ladder that leads to my room-

machines, and the print room in
the North Street Annex has two

they ask where they can put their

Copy Editor

Shakespeare,
Big Ben and
Stonehenge

cardboard boxes next to the copy

out for paper, cans, etc. When

JESSICA TROT IT

Editor's Note: Charily is
studying abroad in Oxford,
England. If you are studying
abroad during the spring
semester and would like to

write an occasional column

about your e.xperiences, let
the Crescent know by foxmailing melon e we@peor^efox.edu.

Tft'o weeks ago, we saw the

KARA

Students learned how to look

TURNROW

past the static religiosity of our
day and peer deeply into the God

Staff Writer

December 1-3, George Fox
students had the privilege of
hearing David Edwards, a speak
er from Oklahoma City, come to
George Fox campus and share

better than I ever thought it
w o u l d b e . We e v e n s a w

Traveling the country full

time, David speaks to young
adults about discovering the

importance of a Christ-centered

He spoke in the mornings at
chapel and again each night at a

lifestyle.

This was his third consecu

and I exclaim that it was way

works.

his heart.

special service.

ruins of Glastonbury Abbey,

of yes to find a life that truly

David's goal is to meet peo

ple where they are and bring
them one step closer to knowing

tive visit to George Fox and he

and becoming more like Jesus

spoke on his newest book, "The

Christ.

Last year when he spoke at

God of Yes." which teaches how

Stonehenge on the way back counts in my opinion.
The Globe is really unlike
any other theatre in the world
(except the other Globes in

Connection

porating his book, "Love and

Dating." He shared how to keep

etcmal things at the center of

relationships and keep out of fan
tasy and in faith.

David received his bachelor

of arts from Oklahoma City
University and did his graduate
work at Southwestern

rheological Seminary in Fort

Worth, Texas.

He has been traveling and

to live the life you were always

discover a God of infinite hope,

ious colleges, but also speaks to
youth in the summer at retreats,
conferences, seminars, and

of unlimited possibilities, of eter
nal yes.

Crescent

Two years ago, he spoke on
dating and relationships, incor

speaking for 13 years. About

George Fox, he talked about his
book "LIT: Living Christ's
promised.
David spoke on how to help Character from the Inside Out"

frbm inside the bus-but that still

world.

500 times a year he speaks at var

He gave 13 ways to ignite the fire
within and learn what it means to
live the faith in a post-modem through motivational speaking.
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Christian Feminism group discusses issues
EMILY SFRF.r.OW

women have the chance to say
what they want to without

Staff Writer

offending anyone.

Feminism and Christianity
have often had a difficult time

being reconciled together, but a
new group on campus has
declared that Christian-

Feminism is not an oxymoron.

She wanted the women at
Fox to have a voice about what's

important to them, even if it

about how Jesus treated women,

and the empowerment that comes
from understanding that God's
character isn't one of oppression
Jacob Cox, one of the men

questions or challenges widely

who attend the group, said, "fem

held ideas about a women's role

inism is faithfulness, not rebel

in society.

lion."
Rine said that she has had a

at Chapter's Bookstore, on First

facilitate discussion about these

lot of support from the faculty

Street and College. The meetings

topics around campus. "I want
(feminism) to have a presence on
campus," Rine said.

and students. "There hasn't been

Rine said that the traditional

mostly have a lot of questions,"

typically start at 4:00 p.m.
Abby Rine, a junior at Fox,

started the group at the beginning
of October. She said that she was

tired of feeling like the only one
who was questioning traditional
gender roles and male dominancy in the church.
She said that there was no

appropriate opportunity on cam
pus to discuss women's issues, so

she created a group where

any opposition to my face, but
I've heard about some ... people

meaning of feminism often
scares people off, but people

Rine said.

need to understand that this isn't

regular basis, Rine said: "We
have an interesting dynamic.
Some people are married, and
some are single. It's mostly

a men-hating group; several peo
ple who regularly attend the
group are married.
The group focuses on how to
break out of traditional, oppres
sive gender roles, and the biblical
basis for that. They often talk

Harmony

or dominance.

Rine hopes this group will

The group meets on Sundays

Health and

n
VA L

a few guys." Some faculty and
community members also attend.

s e a s o n

ORTQN

Registered Nurse

About six people attend on a

women who attend, but there are

Avoid weight
gain over
the holiday

Ahh...luscious prime rib

this is a special season. Don't

with garlicky mashed potatoes
and gravy! Ohh...yummy veg

try to lose weight, rather try to
maintain weight by balancing
the party fare with small, lowcalorie meals during the day.
Don't go to parties hungry.

gies drizzled with creamy
cheese sauce!
Mmm... Christmas cook

ies! Pumpkin pie! Homemade

Eating a small, low-fat or high-

fudge! Grrr...calories, choles

fiber snack prior to heading out
the door will take the edge off

terol, and fat!

The holiday season is here,

Kids learn about science through outreach
■l U L l A N N A

rooms through equipment lend

Outreach?"

C AT V

Science Outreach is a pro

Staff Writer
Who arc those elementary

gram started in 1994 by GFU's
own Dwight Kimberly with a
vision to help schools of all sizes

ing and after school programs, as
well as reaching home-schooled
students via small classes held in
EHS.

H o w e v e r, e l e m e n t a r y

aged kids wandering around EHS
once a week? Why are they play

teach science better.

ing with fire? Why is there a
table promoting "Science

ibly successful, reaching out to
private and public school class-

The program has been incred

schools, teachers and students are

not the only ones benefiting from
the program. The program is
associated with OMSl, science

fairs, and high school classes.
George Fox also hosts a sum
mer science camp for kids.
Undergraduate science and ele
mentary education majors get the
chance to teach Science Outreach

classes to students ages seven to
eighteen, which brings the
impact of the program a little
closer to home for the George
Fox community as a whole.

and most of us look forward to
traditional favorites around the

dinner table. Food is an integral
part of the enjoyment of this
special time of year, and should
be!

But how does one get
through this gastronomical sea
son of feasting without gaining
unwanted extra pounds?

your hunger, maintain your
willpower, and help you focus
on the people around you rather
than the overfiowing buffet.
Make just one trip to the
table. Be selective about your
food choices. Take only what
you really want to eat, and keep
the portions small.
Move away from the bounty
after making your selections
and socialize at a distance

Healthy holiday eating is
not an oxymoronl There are
several ways to enjoy the boun

making it less Wkeiy to find
yourself unconsciously nib
bling.
Overall, forget the all-or-

ty; planning is the key.
All foods, even Grandma's

pecan pie. can fit into a health
ful eating plan for the calorie
conscious. The secret? Balance
and moderation. Here are a few

tips:
Be realistic. Realize that

nothing mindset! With a little
planning, you don't need to
deprive yourself of special holi
day treats, or fee! guilty enjoy
ing them.' Bon appetite and
Happy Holidays!

When I observed a session, it

was bilingual, as a special out
reach to the Hispanic community.
Amy Ocker currently over
sees the program, which she says
is designed to "empower the
teachers" through access to
resources.

Because it is a program run

ERICA MOE

LEARNING ABOUT WIND: Austen and Annie, two local
homeschoolcd students, build a wind tube during one of the
Science Outreach sessions for kids provided at George Fox.

by George Fox, those involved
not only learn to be excited about
science; they learn science from
a Christian perspective. And as to
why kids are playing with

fire...it's all just part of the learn

Certified Organic
Espresso and Decaf Espresso
2 for 1 Espresso Drinks

9 p.m to 10 p.iTi. tve'yday ■ Through Oct 31, 20D3

Next to Chehalem Valley Dance Academy

ing process.

Circle K Subway
Photography staff needed for Darkroom
Do you have a passion for photography? Would you love to see
your name in print? Have you always wanted to contribute some
thing to the newspaper or yearbook? Then we have the job for you!

The Communications Department is looking for two new staff
members for the ASC Darkroom. The paid posi
tions wit! be available next semester. Pick up an

1500 Portland Rd. in Newberg

$1 off any Foot Long Sub,
$.50 off any 6" Sub
o r

$.25 off any Deli Sandwich

application outside the ASC offices in the
Bruin's Den. Interviews will be held finals

Offer Valid Only With Current George Fox

week; have two examples of work ready for the

ID Card

i n t e r v i e w.

Good for the rest of the school year!!
Issue 5 Vol.
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Toda/s cinema experience: expensive annoyance or silver screen magic
Why go to a theater just to be
overcharged to deal with rude
people?

Furthermore, this pollution of
an art form seems even more
ridiculous when taken into

account that most evidence sug
KYLK

TOHNSON

Staff Writer

gests that the majority of movie
pirates are screeners and those
inside the movie industry.
Additionally, there is the
issue of ticket prices. While

I was talking to a friend of
mine recently, who attended a
Revolutions" in Ashland. Sure

many movie theaters now often
fairly reasonable student prices,
our local Regal Cinemas in
Sherwood docs not, forcing us to

enough, somebody's cell phone

put down eight big ones for an

showing of "The Matrix

Experiencing the magic in a
cinema is a worthwhile experi
ence that cannot be replaced.
K E N N E T H D AV I S

Staff Writer

Is there anything better than
the cinema? If you're reading
this you probably don't agree.

MOVIES

For the average Fox student
the movie theater has become an

expensive, unnecessary indul
gence. DVD has stolen the cine
ma's thunder. Why spend $8.00

than in viewing classic releases.
I have seen "The Maltese

Falcon", "Singin' In The Rain",

o n a m o v i e w h e n i n fi v e m o n t h s

"Casablanca", "Lawrence of
Arabia", "The Good, The Bad,

it will only cost $2.50 to rent?
Of course high profile releas
es are an exception, but for the
most part the movie houses have
lost their appeal for the average

and The Ugly", and "Raiders of
the Lost Ark" in some of the
revival houses around Portland.
Each time I have been brought to

moviegoer. And this is a state I

new levels of appreciation for the

lament.

movie I was viewing.

There are many reasons why
the movie house rules, not least

of which is the technological ele
m e n t .

rang during the movie. There
was a time when such a person

evening show. While it seems

would have been embarrassed

more expensive than many
DVDs, the theaters are not quite
the Scrooges many make them
out to be. What many moviego

and shut off their phone immedi
ately. However, this gentleman
answered his phone, and pro
claimed, "Nothing. Just watch
ing a movie."
As the years go by, the rude
continue to get ruder. It seems
that it is becoming increasingly

ridiculous that a movie ticket is

ers do not realize is that most of

the ticket money does not go to
the theater.
Theaters make almost all of

rare to attend a movie in which

their profits off of concessions.
The money you spend on your

some member of the audience

ticket allows the movie theater to

does not need to demonstrate

purchase film prints from the

how rude they can be. Certainly

studios, which are becoming

the age of cell phones has con

more and more expensive. So

tributed to this greatly, but a cou

while we may be tempted to give

ple of weeks ago I attended a
showing of "Elf," and some

the lady working the ticket booth
an evil eye as she takes our

obnoxious teenager decided he
would get a kick out of shouting

money, the studios are mostly the
ones to blame for reaching so

a profanity from the back of the

deep into our pockets.
Perhaps the cause of all of
these problems is that we have

theater.

About a week later, I attend

ed "Love Actually," and in the
row in front of me were two

young gentlemen who would
repeat the punch lines to each
other, and discuss how lame the

"stupid parts" were.
The increase of rude audi

ences is just one reason why the
movie going experience is not
what it used to be. In fact, the

studios are contributing as much
as the audiences. Recently, stu
dios began "Cap Code." This

forgotten that film is an art form.
Certainly not every film is a mas
terpiece, but neither is every
novel or symphony. Movie the
aters have become a place not for
viewing films, but for selfimportant adults to talk on the
phone and for obnoxious
teenagers to make out and shout

profanity. The movie studios are
far too happy to take our hardearned money and offer us a less
than acceptable print of a film.

process entails placing random

Cinema 21 in Portland is the

red dots on the reels of film,

theater that I always look for
ward to going to the most. They

which is supposed to cut down
on piracy. No two prints have
the same Cap Coding, and the
copyright police will be able to
determine which theater the film

was pirated from.
However, the red dots are

obvious enough that the average
moviegoer will notice them, and

film buffs will be outraged.
Shortly after first reading about

offer six-dollar student tickets,
and frequently show gorgeous
prints of the classics. I also sub

scribe to Netflix. Perhaps you
have seen their ads pasted all
across the Internet. I am able to

rent as many movies through the
mail as I want for the flat fee of

$19.95. I could only see two
movies at Sherwood's Regal

Cap Coding, 1 noticed red dots

Cinemas for this amount of

throughout Elf. If ! am going to

m o n e y.

see a movie, I want a clean and

By the way, I enjoyed both
"Elf and "Love Actually," but I

pristine print. One article I read

wonder if I would have enjoyed

compared it to spitting in the pro
duce department to prevent

them more on my flat screen TV,
surrounded by friends with

shoplifting.

decent manners.

be shelling out eight dollars to

Movies on the big screen are
bigger and louder. Quality home
theater systems come close to
capturing the effect, but the
sound and video of a theater

release still supersedes the small
screen experience.
One of the major differences
is in the audience. A comedy
plays better when seen with
friends and an excited, interested

audience. The same goes for sus
pense.
Remember "The Others" or

"Signs"? These movies pulled
me in more dramatically in the
theater than their DVD release

has ever managed.
There is a strange duality in
the way a movie on the big
screen can make you forget

cutter sequels and action films
dominate the Regal 20, the AMC

15, or whichever multi-screen
megahouse should be nearby.
(Spending $8.00 on a bad
movie can be frustrating, but

that's why you have your
Friendly Reviewer, right?)
But my heart is not in these
complaints. Every time a classic

In the case of "Lawrence of

is screened in town I make my

Arabia" I suspect watching the

best effort to see it, and each time

DVD will never be the same.

a recent film moves out of the

Something as simple as a small

theater in preparation for its

camera move can seem much

home video release I am disap

more powerful when blown up to

pointed.
Seeing a movie on DVD can
Seeing those expansive desert .be a transformational experience.
vistas and the relatively tiny fig
It can be moving, breathtaking,
ures moving across them trans
or just dam entertaining, but
ported me in a way I had never when seen on the big-screen the
thought possible when viewing experience is taken to an almost
the size of a wall.

David Lean's classic at home.

indescribable level of exhilara

More examples include the
recent "Lord of the Rings" films.
I love "The Fellowship of the

overboard or taking things too

Ring" and "The Two Towers"

seriously, but movies are an art

dearly, but watching them on
DVD has never been so thrilling,
so incredibly awe-inspiring as

form — our art form.

the first few times I saw them in

may never have the chance to

the cinema.

actually stand in front of the orig

Of course not all is wine and

everything around you, and the
way the audience laughing or
jumping in fright can add to the
enjoyment.
The big screen, or silver
screen asit was once known, car

release while so many cookie-

tion.

It may seem like I'm going

It's like seeing great paintings
in pictures or books. Many of us

inal canvas, but if we could drive

roses at the local multiplex.

15 minutes and pay 8 bucks,

Audience reaction, while incred

wouldn't we?

ibly valuable, can also serve to

detract from the experience.

Cell phones, for example,
have become the bane of movie
goers as lazy audience members

forget to mute them, or worse,
answer the calls during the film.
Also, it can be difficult to

ries with it a sense of magic that
is almost indescribable. This
effect is no more evident for me

track down a recent quality

Maybe not, but it would be a

shame. I hope to one day see
Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel
and stand below the ceiling cran
ing my neck upward to see that
beautiful work, and as long as the
movies are playing nearby I
intend to be there as well. '

Ask for a

Gold's Gym
G i f t C e r t i fi c a t e
for Christmas you deserve it!
(Look good and feel great

when you come backl)

3-month student membership,/ust^
tS-tan winter special, S39
(offers good through 2/10/04)
. T,

1150 Industrial Parkway • Nr.,„K

sos-ssa-OT^""^-
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Christmas shopping at Saturday Market
M C O L F. F l T y H i i r i H

Slajf Writer

Attention holiday shoppers...
Christmas is right around the cor
ner and that means crowded

malls filled with grumpy people,
overpriced trinkets, and the same

five songs playing on repeat in
every store.

Of course, the stores have

been filled with Santas and sleigh
bells since October, but it's really
crunch time now folks. If only

that the holidays should be per

got nowhere to go."
PSM began in 1973. Shcri

Chri.stmas movies promoted as
comedies are freighted by sad

petually cheerful, we often look

Teasdale and Andrea Scharf were

ness. For example. "Santa

both artists living in the area who
had sold at the Saturday Market
in Eugene; their idea was to cre
ate a similar style of market in

Clause," starring the misogynis-

downtown Portland. It would be

a win-win situation, they insisted.

when a macaroni necklace made

Artists would have an economic

mom happy and a finger painting

outlet for their work, customers

ly member.

A handmade gift can still
warm your mother's heart, but

this year, consider letting some
one else do the hard work. The

vendors at Portland Saturday
Market (PSM) offer a wide range
of potential gifts, both useful and
decorative.

PSM is located under the

Burnside Bridge and is open both
Saturdays and Sundays from
March through Christmas Eve.
Local artists sell their wares in a

wide variety of price ranges all in
an open-air, bazaar atmosphere.
Pottery and ceramics in all

shapes, sizes, and designs are
popular at the market as well as
blown glass. There are breath

taking photographs and paintings
of Portland and surrounding
areas as well as caricatures for

those with quirkier artistic tastes.
Is jewelry on your list?
Turquoise, gemstones, simple
and spectacular; it is all there at
the market. Show that special
girl how you really feel with
some silver. Maybe get your
brother or sister some new body
jewelry; if they don't have pierc
ings yet they might as well get
started. For the tough guy, find a
studded belt or better yet. a rockstar-worthy leather wristband.
Live music and exotic scents

fill the air as you stroll from
booth to booth. Teas, incense,

and lamp oils are all on sale,
ready to make your home smell
wonderful.

Feeling hungry after all that
shopping? Take a break and
snack on an elephant ear or fill up
your stomach with the mouth
watering cultural cuisine in the

would gain better access to local
ly produced items, and the city
would have a new attraction to
draw customers into the down
town area.

The market moved to its cur
rent site under the Burnside

Bridge in 1976, and started stay
ing open on Sundays the follow
ing year. Things have changed a
lot from the early days. PSM has
over 400 members and generates

tic Tim Allen as a divorcce-cum-

Santa, longs for his son's lime

and love, while his newly mar
MKLANiE

MOCK

replicate our lives' longing for

Family legend has it that my

why these Christmas movies are
.so heartbreaking? After all. the

beyond ourselves.
While purveyors of

commercial tape loop playing

Christmas cheer would tell us

from early November until

our longing can be placated with
more gifts, holiday movies sug

mom cried through to the end of
"Frosty, the Snowman." mourn
ing with the pixy-drawn Karen

as she—warmed by the
Poinsettia greenhouse—wept
into the puddle that was once
Frosty.
Perhaps my mother, watch
ing the show during its first run

in 1969, could not anticipate
Frosty's triumphant rebirth

sales annually. It has become a
central economic engine for the

powers and his ability to con
verse with a magician's rabbit.

h i s t o r i c O l d To w n / C h i n a t o w n

Maybe my mother, hor

estimated 750,000 visitors to this

area each year.
So maybe you work on week

ends or you are just too busy with
schooiwork to even think about

Christmas shopping yet.
Well, good news! PSM is
open every day for the entire
week before Christmas Eve host

ing their Festival of the Last

Minute. Along with the normal

mone-addled and e.xhau.sted car

ing for two toddlers, empathized
with Karen's own suffering.
After all, Karen had endured a *

frozen boxcar, being dumped
into a scary forest, and the loss
of her dear snow friend, all in
half an hour's lime.

Watching "Frosty" again last
week, I decided that \ i my mom
cries way loo easily and 2j for a
kid's show, "Frosty" really is

market magic, shoppers can take

frightening attd depressing. In a

time out to sing Holiday Karaoke

thirty-minute .span, kids face the
prospect of being alone in a dark

or get pictures taken with the

walking and .talking Holiday
C o w.

How do you get there? The
MAX runs right through the cen
ter of the market, and is part of
the fareless square. Otherwise
just drive down Front Street, take

a left on Davis and leave your car
in the Smart Park. Jt only costs
$.95 per hour and you can get
your parking validated if you

spend $25.00 at PSM, plus it is
only a block away.
For more detailed informa

tion, go to www.portlandsaturdaymarket.com.

Piled Higher and Deeper

sions. Perhaps we should not be
so hasty in anticipating the joy
that meliorates the pain. For I
think these holiday movies

being psychotic. Funny .stuff.
Has anyone ever wondered

thanks to Santa's miraculous

neighborhood, and attracts an

ried ex-wife accuses him of

beyond the despair found in
Christmas movies, focusing
in.stead on their happy conclu

Crescent Advisor

an estimated $8 million in gross

international food court.

IDcccniber 5,20(13

into the reason for the season
the class bully. Even those

we could go back to the days

was the perfect gift for any fami

Christmas movies offer insight

From Morocco to Mexico,

from the British Isles to the Deep
South, like it says at My
Brother's Famous B-B-Q, "If this
sauce doesn't send you, you've

forest and the death of Frosty,
the only real parent figure in the
cartoon save for Santa him.self.

As I viewed "Frosty" for the finst
lime in decades, I wondered

how children were supposed to
find Christmas cheer in this tale
of woe.

Yet a survey of great—and
not so great—Christmas movies
reveals a litany of pain and sor
row. Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer endures ridicule and is

cast out to join his loser brethren
on the North Pole's snowy
plains. The Little Drummer

Boy's pet lamb gets mauled by a
chariot in Bethlehem. The

Whos in Whoville lo.se every
thing. George Bailey contem
plates suicide. Tiny Tim faces
imminent death. Ralphie mauls

December 25 tells us we are to

be happy, happy, happy; and that

Christmas is this extraordinarily
magical time; and that every
home is cheery and warm.
Concurrent with this mes

sage, of course, is the claim that

a profiigate Christmas is a good
Christmas, and that holiday

something more, for something

gest our emptiness cannot be so
facilely filled with material
things.
Instead, in every Christmas

movie, the protagonist's joy is
complete only when he discov
ers Something About Himself:
that he is loved, or that he has

cheer is predicated on lots of

the capacity to love others, or

presents.
H o w e v e r, m o s t i f n o t a l l

that materialism is a ruse. I

Christmas films proclaim a dif
ferent message. Sure, these
movies offer the promise of

Christmas good will, conjuring
up images of a happy family
warmed by the television

screen's glow and a feel-good
holiday show.
But the movies also suggest

would argue even Ralphie's happipess is not completed by the
Red Ryder B-B gun, but by his
loving father, who hears his peti
tions. and his loving mother,
who soothes his giant icicle
wounds.

In many ways, then,
Christmas movies—in all their

sadness and their cloying happy

all is not well at Christmas', that

endings—Tcsoundingly echo the
KdvenV message. As we awavV
Chri.st's coming, we recognize
.smashed to hits by uncaring our own life's loss and despair,
chariot drivers and our best
the emptiness we must till. The
we m-ay face loss and despair,
that our little Iambs may be

friends may me/t into jdushy
puddles on the greenhouse floor
and our bankrupt dads may try
to jump off a bridge.
Lest 1 he accused of being
too fatalistic. 1 must admit that

plaintive hymns we .sing sug
gest our own longing, to be
freed from sin's captivity, to be
d e l i v e r e d f r o m o u r s o r r o w.

Like Kju-en, or George
Bailey, or Rudolph, we recog

Christmas movies always end

nize our loss, our weaknesses,

happily. The desolation faced
by the movies' characters is
never permanent. Frosty is

o u r i s o l a t i o n f r o m o t h e r s . Ye t

laised from the dead to march

Christ's arrival on earth mani

through town again: Rudolph
takes his historic place pulling

fests God's tremendous love for

Santa's sleigh; the Drummer

assume our burdens.

Boy plays to a full stable;
George Bailey discovers the
wealth of friendship (and
Clarence gets his wings). And.
the characters' acute loss in

these Christmas movies only
intensifies the joyful endings.

Chri.stmas can be for us

Advent's happy ending, as

u.s and God's willingness to
At Christmas. Jesus Christ

steps into our darkness and

leads us towards joy. And so at
Christmas, we rejoice: with
Karen and her restored snow

man; with George Bailey and
his restorative community: with

Something lo.st has now been

the Little Drummer Boy. paying

found.

homage to the King.

Because of our pre.sumption
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We Wish You A Merry Christmas!
Come enjoy the candlelighting ceremony

What is your favorite
Christmas tradition?
Staff Writer

pie and cheesecake for BREAK

Christmas time... so many
memories are hidden away in
those

two

words.

For

me,

Christmas time conjures up

images of twinkling lights, smil
ing faces, tinkling laughter,
snow dusted sidewalks, decorat

ed shop windows; the hustle and
bustle, all of the excitement and

splendor swirled together in a
symphony of peppermint-tinged
kisses.

Anytime I catch a whiff of
those familiar scents- sweet and

soft vanilla candles burning,
crisp pine scented boughs,
wreaths, and decorated trees,

FAST! Along with my mom's
famous homemade Mexican hot

chocolate or eggnog. Mmmm, I
can taste it even now.

dents

what

their

Then some of the kids sing

images on our minds and in our
hearts. For me, I love that tradi

tion makes things seem the same
every year. Even though we all
grow up, and things change, the
fact that even .a few things
remain the same makes me love
Christmas that much more.

One tradition my family has
kept every year (except for
once... but that's another story)
is as follows: On Christmas Eve

we go to the candlelight service
at our church where we sing car
ols that are a reminder of

Christ's birth, light candles sym
bolizing Jesus' saving light to
our dark and lost world, and fel

lowship together with other fam
ilies.

Afierwiu-ds we go home and
open up one Christmas present
each. It is usually a little one
from our parents. Sometimes we
go to a Christmas Eve Party too,
but before everyone goes to bed
for the night, my dad reads the
Christmas story according to
Luke from our huge white Bible.
In the morning, usually early,
EARLY morning because I have
many young siblings, we all go
out to the living room and open

Food is an important part of

nearly everyoiie's holiday tradi

plays. It's funny... and a great
production."

meals and often bake cookies

evening.

candle. Esther Klages and Melva
Brandt will then push the button

Ochsner, at extension 2121.

tions. Families cook special

and pies to give to relatives and
friends. If you are looking for a

meg. Gently roll cooled cookies

3 ounces), toasted [optional]
- I cup confectioners' sugar
- 1 tbsp. ground nutmeg

Yi e l d : a b o u t 5 d o z e n .

softened

browned. Cool on wire

lights. When we go to my Aunt's
house, we use her scroll piano
and play old carols.
"On Christmas day, before
we open presents, we read the
Christmas story and then put

-1/2 cup sugar
- 1 tsp. vanilla extract

racks. Combine confec

stocking presents... usually we
get annoying presents like
" fl u t e - a - p h o n e s " o r m i n i drums... sometimes weird pens
my grandfather finds at the dol
lar store."

I am almost sure that every
single person at this school cele
brates Christmas in different

ways. Traditions help make the
holiday special, no matter what
they are.

MELISSA LONGWELL

in sugar mixture.

18-20 minutes br until

tioners' sugar and nut

Christmas around the world
KARATURNBOW

Staff Writer

Claus in Finland.

"Joyeux Noel." Each
Christmas Eve, rather than hav

ing stockings, children in France
As we approach Christmas,

leave their shoes by the fireplace

the celebration of the birth of

to be filled with gift from Pere

Christ, it is interesting to look

Noel.

around the world at how this hol

In the morning, they wake to

iday is celebrated.
Many other cultures and
countries celebrate this Joyous

find sweets, fruits and nuts in

holiday with different traditions

In America we usually eat
gingerbread men as a sweet
Christmas tradition, but in

than Americans. Food, decora-

lions. trees, flowers, and gifts

thhappy
olkjays

this year's coordinator, Danya

- 2 cups all-purpose flour
- 3/4 cup ground almonds (about

all drive around and look at

baby Jesus in the manger. After
breakfast we open our obscure

munity, this evening is for you.

dents pass a flame from candle to

bottoms are lightly

Anna Bellamy: "My family
has a huge, ranch style breakfast
on Christmas Day that lasts for

Whether you enjoy snacking,

singing, or worshipping in com
If there are any questions or con
cerns, do not hesitate to contact

Ingredients:
- 1 cup butter (no substitutes),

so much food!"

previous, and cookie decorating

Salvation Army Brass Band and

Brittany Fairer: "On
Christmas Eve my family and I

s e l v e s a t l u n c h / d i n n e r. O h m a n ,

In the Ron Gregory Atrium,

EHS, students will join in eating,
drinking, and making merry.
There will be photos with Santa
available this year as in those
is still under consideration for the

at least 2 hours..."

Christmas Day we eat a light
breakfast and then gorge our

the performances.

lowed by performances from the

new recipe to try out, whether it I n s t r u c t i o n s :
is for a Christmas party, a gift In a mixing bowi, cream
basket, or just for your family to butter, sugar and vanilla.
e n j o y, t r y t h e s e N u t m e g Gradually add flour: mix
well. Stir in almonds.
Meltaways.
Shape into 1-in. balls;
S o u r c e : Ta s t e o f H o m e D e c / J a n /
place 2 in. apart on
1999.
ungreased baking sheets.
Bake at 300 degrees for

Christmas Eve and then on

short devotional on the quad after

Family Tested and Family Approved

songs for everyone, or do little

Stacy Dexter: " My family

Brandt at 4:30 and will be fol

and light the campus buildings.
Gregg Lamm will be giving a

Christmas recipe: Nutmeg Meltaways

cousins or her grandchildren

opens all of our presents on

with a welcome from Dave

Christmas carols while the stu

Randy Kaufman: "On
Christmas Eve my family goes
over to our grandparents, eats

the air with intoxication - the

the lawn. Festivities will begin

lead the students in traditional

arc a few of their responses:

My grandmother writes a

6:30) following the program on

The GFU Chapel Band will

Christmas traditions were. Here

pizza, open presents from that
family, and then we gather
around in the living room for the
annual "Christmas Program."

year is no different.
Refreshments will be provid
ed in the BHS atrium (6:00 or

Dayspring.

favorite

memorizes and recites a stanza.

The never-ending traditions
of Christmas arc what keep these

lighting ceremony will take place
on the quad Friday, December
5th. Each year George Fox cele
brates the beginning of the
Christmas season by lighting the

rarely changes, I asked other stu

pies, and sugar cookies filling

life.

The 12th annual campus

ly docs for Christmas, and it

poem each year, and each of the

past, seem to spring forth a new

with old fashioned carols. This

Since I know what my fami

cinnamon potpourri simmering
on the stove, gingerbread, cakes,

blurred images of Christmases

candlelight service complete

Staff Writer

stockings, then presents. Then,
my favorite part comes... we eat

C T. A I R E H O L I D AY

campus buildings and holding a

RKCCA DUPREE

their shoes, and small toys hang
ing on the tree.

differ as we span across the

France it is the Yule log shaped

globe.

cake that is found in almost

While we often think that
Santa Claus comes from our own

every home.

North Pole to fill our stocking
full of treats on Christmas Eve,

reenact the search for shelter by

many other countries feel that
Father Christmas comes from

their own location above the
Arctic Circle.

In Finland, for instance, peo
ple believe that Father Christmas

lives in the north part of their
country and they think people
from all over the world send
Christmas letters to the Santa

Feliz Navidad." Mexicans

Mary and Joseph before the birth

plain green branches and as he
was being laughed at, the branch

es bloomed bright red poinsettia
fl o w e r s .

As opposed to fir trees for
decoration in the United States,
Christians in India decorate
mango and banana trees.
In Sweden, it is Christmas

Eve that is the most important
day of this time of year, and fam
ilies gather together to eat a spe
cial meal.

So, while traditionally for us
in America, Christmas is about

Christmas fir trees, gingerbread
men, Santa Claus, poinsettias.

mistle toe, stockings and candy
canes, many other countries

of Jesus by carrying figurines of throughout the world are cele
the same special day with
Mary and Joseph from house to brating
their own traditions.
house.

Santa Claus is not predomi

nant in Mexico, but the poinsettia

IS. Traditionally, it is believed

that a young boy walked into a
church to view a nativity set but
realized he had no gift for the
Christ child, so he gathered some

Maybe this year Til branch
out and try a tradition from
somewhere else in the world. No

matter what I do, though. I have
a lot more to think about. After

all, can anyone really live at the
North Pole?
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We Wish
Places to go and things to see
during the Christmas season
JOANNA
J O A N N SCHMinT
ASCHMinT
Slaff Writer

It's snowing. Well at least it
was snowing when Melissa and I

were at Sleighbells last Saturday.

It was my fourth time visiting

and 1 was stil astonished by the

r . . and cookies,
• which we
freef cider
gladly took. It was smaller but
very homey and had a whole

room for children to play in.
There were all sorts of decora
tions that seem to fit a Martha

Stewart home (pre-insider trad

amount of Christmas ornaments

ing days of course).
When our cider had cooled

nook and cranny of the store. We

out burning our tongues, we con

that could be shoved into every down enough to be sipped with

had squeezed through the aisles cluded our searching and got
and hallways, attempting not to back in my car. 1 pulled out care
knock off fifty dollar porcelain fully, 1 wasn't sure if tliey had
ballerinas or football helmets.

I watched as a small girl

peacocks too, and" we headed

back to Newberg.

I have scoured the newspa

America's l.argest Christmas
Bazaar

Dec 5-7 10am-8pm (Fri/Sat)
10am-6pm (Sun)
Over "1000 booths"
At the EXPO Center

www.expochristmasbazaar.com
The Grotto's Christmas Festival

of Lights

Nov 28- Dec 30 5:00pm-9:30pm
"Light Displays, Concerts,
Carolers, Petting Zoo"
$6 adults, $3 children

MELISSA LONGWELL

www.thegrotto.org

reached up to touch one of those
aforementioned breakable deco
rations and I heard her mother

pers and online to find Christmas

Bi-Mart Winter Wonderland

or holiday type things to do and

gasp as one fell to the floor and

here is what i have found.

Nov 30- Jan 1 daily 5pm-10pm
(Sun-Thurs) 5pm-11pm (Fri/Sat)

didn't break. She quickly picked
up the ornament, hung it up and

Sleighbells

Open 10-6 daily

ushered the girl out of the back

Food, shopping, everything

room, holding both of the girl's
hands to her sides. Personally I

Christmas
Found off 99W

get nervous and wander around

clutching my purse and coat to
m e .

You have "the chance to drive

B E C C A D U P R F. F

settlers wished to make holiday

your

Sta^ff Writer

International Raceway while
gazing at more than 250 colorful
lighted displays and animated

sweets, but could only use those
things available in winter, name

Carols and Tree lights.
Fruitcake. Rudolph. When we

ly ancient fruit preserves.
The White House actually
didn't have its traditional front-

car...around

Portland

scenes."

hear these things we can only

Christmas R«m

$ 14 per car

think of one thing: Christmas.

lawn Christmas tree during the

Open 10-6 daily
Free cider and cookies, shopping
Found off of Hwy 240 (towards

The tree, the decorations, the

presidency of Theodore

ZooLights

songs have all become part of

Roosevelt (from 1901 to 1909)

would not Jet a child under the
age of thirteen in there. Even I

Melissa and I walked to the
car after we had finished our tour

Tilikum)

around the rest of Sleighbells.
We had looked at tiny villages

Craft Cottage

Nov 30- Dec 28 5:30-8pm
$4.50-$7.50 per person
Tons and tons of lights every

our way of celebrating Christ's

because he felt it was bad for the

birth.

environment.

However, ii "rs beVxeved the
While House chxldren had a

where and live music and art, it's

Open 9-5 daily

secret tree they hid in a closet

amazing.

which was based around Charles
Dickens novels and another

Make cards, very easy and
friendly staff
Found across from Fred Meyers,

around the nineteen fifties.

above Checker's cafd

Sat Dec 6 at 7pm
Music from Simple Plan,

Festival of Trees

Maroon 5, Stacie Orrico and

with different themes, one of

Celebrating Christmas in the US

when their father walked by.

www.oregonzoo.org

The first American Christmas
carol was written before our

ZlOO Jingle Ball 03

nation's independence and cer

that served all sorts of warm

Dec. 5-7 from 10am-9pm

m o r e

tainly before the west was set
tled. In 1649, "Jesus is Bom"
was composed by John de

drinks, soups, and sandwiches.

(Fri/Sat) I0am-6pm (Sun)

All ages welcome

Brebeur, a Jesuit missionaiy.

There was a cafe downstairs,

enveloped in Christmas music,

Tw o d o o r s d o w n w a s t h e t r e e

house that had an array of lights
and

the

cashiers

for

the

Christmas trees that could be

bought on the hill behind the
store.

We got in the car and pulled
out carefully because sometimes

the peacocks are out of their
cages. After we were back on
99W we went to the Christmas

Bam. off of Hwy. 240.
Here wc were greeted by a
cheerful woman who offered us

Over 100 trees and displays,

Our traditions in America are

Christmas became a federal

Santa, prizes
At the Oregon Convention

Gingerbread Kingdom

strong. For instance, Christmas

Dec 6-Dec 27

here wouldn't be Christmas

Center- Hall A

The beautiful candy houses in
Pioneer Place will be on display

without seeing "It's a Wonderful

$5 adults, $3 children

www.providence.org/festival-

Free

a tree. However, some of our

holiday shortly after the defeat of
the gray coats in the Civil War.
President Ulysses S. Grant
declared it "official" in 1870.
Louisiana and Arkansas made

Christmas a state holiday in

Shin to Shore

classic traditions sprang from
odd beginnings.

1831.

Aside from the trees, sweets
and tinsel, Christmas has
remained such a traditional holi

oftrees
P a c i fi c

Festival

Ballet

Dec 7,9,11, 13,15,17,19-20

Life" on television or decorating

Nutcracker

Watch the Christmas Ships sail

According to the American
Christmas website, the tradition

Dec 5- Dec 14 7:30pm or

by and you can see it all from the

2:00pm (check days)

Willamette Shore Trolley, which

al poinsettia plant at Christmas
was made a classic tradition by

The classic Christmas ballet

includes food and drinks.

Dr. Joel Poinsett, the first US

day in American hearts and
minds for one basic reason: 85

$19 adult, $17 children
503-977-1753 for more info

For more info call 503-697-7436

ambassador to Mexico.

percent of all Americans claim to

He brought the plant up from
A Christmas Carol

one of his many visits after hear

Put on by the Northwest

ing that Mexicans had long
admired the poinsettia because it

Children's Theater and School

be Christians. Believe it or not,
241 million of our 281 million
citizens claim to Christian faith.

After all, isn't remembering

Nov 28- Dec 24 (Thursdays-

reminded them of the star of

Christ the largest Christmas tra

Sundays)

Bethlehem.

dition of all?

2:00pm and 7:00pm (call to
check days)
www.nwcts.org or 503-222-4480

Ralph E. Morris first invent

ed electric Christmas lights in
1895. However, instead of creat

ing them to be festive, he created
A Kristmus Karel

them as a safer alternative to

Dec 5-13

Maine instead of Portland

open flames. Nothing ruins
Christmas like a flaming house.
The story of Rudolph the

Oregon and the actors have only

Reindeer was not in fact written

seven hours to come up with a

by Santa or anyone from the Old

A spoof satire set in Portland,

play. It got good reviews in the
Oregonian.
MELISSA LONGWELL

MINIATURE CHRISTMAS: Tiny vilages decorated for

"a" aLbaLon varo
i us themes are found at Se
ig
i hbesl.

Call 503-245-3542 for more info

World. It was written in 1939 by
Robert May, an advertising
copywriter for Montgomery
Ward.

The fruitcake also has inter

esting origins. In Colonial times.
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OPINION

Racism is not evident at George Fox

Epnabiil Uiiiw
Chocolate bunnies &

M I D D T. E T Q N

Opinion Editor

CLAIRE

most traditions, certain people
will try to find a way to distort
them and make money off of it.
So. what began with a leg
end of St. Valentine sending a

Come on now. Cough it up.
Confess. How many of you

note to one he was in love with,

have made a Christmas list? I

has now tumbled into one bil

know

lion greeting cards a year being

I

do...cr...have.

Christmas lists, for many peo
ple, have actually become a tra
dition for the holidays. I know
everyone has their traditions,
and I'm not trying to cut those
down in any way.
But you want to know what
is really, in my opinion, dis
tressing? Much of those tradi
tions have nothing to do with
the actual holidays themselves
a,s we know them. Now before

you go on ranting and raving
about how Jesus as a baby
received gifts, let me show you
an example.
Take the holiday of Easter.
With it and Christmas, you have
the two biggest days of church
attendance (maybe not direcdy
on Christma.s, but you get the
picture). It .sure is a good holi
day too: celebrating Jesus" res
urrection.

signed "From Your Valentine,"

produced for this holiday. And
don't forget the chocolates,
hearts, jcwclo', and on and on
the commercialization goes.
I'm starting to get a headache.
After all this doom and

gloom 1 have .spread about holi
days, there are good ones that
have hardly been touched by
the "greedy capitalists." One
such holiday is the one we just
got done with: Thanksgiving.
Basic U.S. history teaches
that the holiday came out of the
" fi r s t t h a n k s g i v i n g , " w h e n
Native Americans and the

Pilgrims came together near the
end of fall and celebrated the

health of the Pilgrims and abun
dance of their crops.
The Pilgrims had the Native
Americans (specifically, the
Wampanoags) to thank for their
harvests, and therefore the invi

So how in the world did we

tation occurred. Other .sources

get Easter egg hunts? And what

point out that the Thanksgiving
feasts had been going on for
thousands of years.

is with the rabbit, the Easter

bunny? Rabbits don't even lay
eggs. A quick bit of research
showed that eggs are used to

Whatever the case, look at it

signify fertility and new life,
and the bright colors were used
to signify spring.
The bunnies: well, you may

now. It's got to be the most uncommercialized major holiday
in the U.S. Nobody buys gifts
for each other. The greatest gift
is the presence of family mem

not believe this, but Easter was

bers.

at its very beginnings a pagan

The closest thing to com
mercialization is the huge

holiday, with the goddess Eastre
the one being worshiped. You
see, Eastre was worshiped by
certain Anglo-Saxons and her
earthly form was a rabbit. The
things you leant at college!

Let's try another holiday.
W h a t a b o u t t h e Va l e n t i n e ' s

Day? The life of St. Valentine is
actually unknown. Whatever
the case may be with Valentine,
he is viewed as sympathetic,
heroic, and romantic. Therefore

we have the second-largest
greeting card sending day of the
whole year!
"Why?!" you wonder out
loud. Good question. As with

parades and football games that
are

televised.

the biggest racism prob
lem on campus

greeting cards
JOHN

According to interviews,
annoying questions are

and

the

H O L I D AY

Editorial

Here at Fox, 1 think it is obvi

ous that we are a predominately
white university. Now, because

sifts.

was from instead of which coun

try I was from... I (assume) he
thought 1 was an international

survey given to Asian-American
students, 89% of them said that

the most annoying and repetitive
question people asked them was
"So really, where do you come
from?" I just think it is unneces-

Before 1 begin, I want the stu
dents and faculty to know that
this is Just what 1 found out, and
that i am reporting on the infor
mation that was supplied to me,
and that I had time to investigate.
If you decide to write a reply to
this article, remember that to

place the blame entirely on me is
unfounded, and that personal
attacks just make people angry
and do not solve any problems.
I realize that this is a contro

versial article, and that many
people who didn't give me an
answer or opinion may have
strong feelings.
F o r c l a r i fi c a t i o n , t h e w o r d
" R a c i s m " i s d e fi n e d a n d u s e d i n

this article as follows: prejudice
or animosity against people who
belong to other races, or, the
belief that people of different
races are superior or inferior.
In order to make an informed

opinion about the subject at hand,
1 asked various students around

campus for their input, and post
ed my question in fox folders.
It is my opinion that racism is
not a problem on this campus. I
don't think that people automati
cally assume that because they
are white, black or Asian that

they are better than the other peo
ple here at Fox.
My findings support this
opinion. The first person to give
me feedback was my friend
Miki-Ann Asato from Hawaii.

She said, "I don't really think
that there is racism on campus, I
don't think people go around say

someone. Even Jesus received

faculty member, one being in an
authoritative position, could have
worded the question better. He
could have just asked me where I

ple about their heritage?
I only say this because in a

pus.

Just because of the food.
I guess after all this I am

holidays are there and remem
ber what the important things
arc. And why not? Buy a gift for

She said, " I felt that he as a

to write an article about the pres
ence, if any, of racism on cam

Being Hawaiian, she is obviously

caught up in all of the commer
cialization. Remember why the

which country she is from.

from Japan, but still, is this a
viable reason to interrogate peo

of this reason. 1 have been asked

"almighty" turkey. I believe it is
a wonderful holiday, and not

.suppo.sed to have a point. So
here it is; in your celebration of
the holidays, try not to get

faculty members at this school

an American citizen.

ing that their race is superior to
all the other races on campus.
"I do however think that peo
ple should and need to be more
culturally aware, and more sensi
tive and respectful to people's
backgrounds and ethnicities."
Because she has facial fea

tures that are classified as Asian,

she has been asked by certain

student or exchange student
because of the way I looked."
This is not the only case of
these kind of assumptions being
present on the George Fox cam
pus. Two girls in my volleyball
class, who are also classified as
Asian, have been asked numer

ous times where they're from,
and when they answer
"Hillsboro" people keep digging
deeper, asking, "well, where
were you bom."
They were adopted, but I
don't understand why this mat
ters. Why can't we just leave well
enough alone? I think that people
ask these kinds of questions not
because they are racist, but
because they are nosey, or (more
politely) "curious" about where
different people are from.
But why do we only ask peo
ple of a different race this ques
tion? Would a white person ask
another white person the same

sary to constantly batter them
with these kinds of questions. If
they want you to know, then they
will tell you, easy as that.
I personally wish 1 was a cer
tain defined ethnicity, other than
white so that 1 could participate
in the joyous festivities of a par
ticular culture, but 1 am of mot

tled ancestry and have English,
German,

Irlsb,

Russian,

Cherokee Indian, and who knows

what else in my background. 1
d o n ' t k n o w, m a y b e I ' v e
strayed...
Basically, what I've learned
is that racism is not a problem on
campus. Some people think that
others should be more "culturally
aware" and others think that peo
ple don't need to push an issue
that isn't a problem in the first
place. 1 think that there are defiintely white people on this cam
pus who could be kinder to the
exchange students.

types of questions, such as "So,

I also think that because

where are you from? No really
where were you bora? No really,

whites are a majority on this

are you not from America?"
I have never been asked if I

am native to this country, and I
assume it is because I am white.

Maybe students who look

Asian are asked this question on
campus because a large majority
of the international students are

campus they take their race for
granted and don't always try to
understand, or be sensitive to

other races. Being curious is
okay, but I would try not to be
one of those people who con
stantly asks people "So, where
are you really from? Come on,
come on..."

University life is much more than education: it's about health and life lessons
D AV I D

HARRISON

Editorial

Are students at George Fox
apathetic? Yes, because we have
become confused about what is

of 'general importance' and what
is not. We arc here to get an edu
cation, to know the facts, to leam
something relevant to our suc
cess oriented world. Aren't we? 1

would disagree. Education com
prises much more than the test

you're going to take tomorrow,
of how to take the 2nd derivative,

or the social nature or racism.

These things are secondary
nature of your education. The
primary reason you're here, or
should be here, is to leam how to

taught him the facts also acted as
a role model, a guide, a support

on campus, the Bible studies and

what not, comprise a greater

knowing a lot about my degree,

a n d a m e n t o r. T h e s e r o l e s w e r e

learning that would be wise to

this campus, and these people
I'm around, will grow me into

far more important than simply

invest in. If you are truly inter

the trade the boy learned.
The same holds true today,

ested in learning, you will seek

In the olden days, a boy

yet we arc so focused on the
facts, on the trade we are trying

would go to learn with a master

Yet don't be confused by my
exhortations, 1 am not by any

to learn, that we have forsaken

stretch saying the facts are not

of a certain craft-blacksmith for

the truth behind it. This is why
the clubs on campus receive so

important, I am simply suggest

little attention. We don't have

more to your education than

time, we are trying to learn, we
are trying to get stuff done.

learning them. I look forward to
college, and these next four

be a healthy person, in mind,
spirit, and body.

example—and he would learn the
art of forging and all that. But
behind the layer of the facts he
was learning how to be a suc

cessful person. The person who

I believe the clubs and groups

these things.

ing that there is much, much

but because 1 have a faith that

who God wants me to be. I have

a comfort in knowing that though
1 am far from perfect, 1 am even
now learning the lessons that will

allow God to use me dynamical
ly throughout my life. This
learning, or education, like most
things in life, is a balance: a bal

ance I feel those at George Fox
need to find again.

years, not because I'll come out
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Icam at the start. Perhaps you

The invigorating sounds of
applause and glorious praises are
reverberating through the air'

Imagine people watching you.
alone, make your move! Oh, how
the audience are tantalized by
your wit and formidable talent

Canyousee?Youarepa
l yn
ig

should ask your friend, who
knows how to play chess, to

has existed over a hundred years'
The time has finally come to
show the world what

are

strength or might.

games in the world!

And as expected, just by hear
ing the name of "chess," boredom
has already distorted most of

greatly associated with one's

Friends, let us corporaiely

look up to you for it.
Some of you are already
skeptical and thinking, "What is

explore the proper method of

Well, let us see here. Chess

brings back the feel of over

your own disposal.

However, the game becomes
even deeper than that. You are in

control of your army, and you
have to use all kinds of strategies
and tactics to throw off your

the game.

create brilliant and innovative

Well, perhaps a little "stir" in
your mind will give you a sense

one's self esteem and intellectual

to fully grasp the appreciation for
chess, let me explain a little fur
ther.

For most of you who have
absolutely no clue about chess,

chess is a great intellectual game
that requires foreseeing, patience
and strategically thinking to
defeat your opponent. It is com
posed of two major rivals: Black
and White.

The main objective of the
game is to checkmate your oppo
nent. The rules and mechanics of

the game are rather difficult to

helps you and your opponent to
ideas. It gives a high boost to
thinking.
Don't be fooled, chess is a
popular game! Believe it or not!
Perhaps, you have not known the
legacies of Bobby Fischer and
Garry Kasparov as world's
renowned chess players. Since
chess is such a great game, why
not have a chess club in GFU?

Why not? Perhaps, it can start
from a small group of people, and
make it a lot bigger. Already
know chess? Why don't you get
out there and show to the big
world what you've got, ay?
Chess rules!

ctuTied experience in a manner

ishes collating them by color
and weight of resume paper."

tailored especially for the posi

pile.

Imagine being on (he admis
sions committee for a graduate

tion you seek.

Second, and even more

s c h o o l , Ya l e S c h o o l o f

important, is your description of
your educational experience.
This is a prime place to illus
trate the fact that you are the

Why? Because, chess is

opponent with shame. Chess

of enthusiasm for chess. In order

H U N - F K R

another look after the intern fin

ASC President

game!

your faces! Some of you might
ludicrously think that you will
not even bother to play or watch

r o s H i i A

receive tremendous rewards and
great assets knowing to play the

It is chess! Let me repeat that whelming power during the
again, chess! "What?" you medieval era. Imagine yourself
exclaim. Did you expect a game as the commander of your power
of cards or basketball? Yes, chess ful army and your troops ready at
it is! It is one of the magnificent

From the Pen of the President

book, but believe me; you will

the big hullabaloo about chess?"
you

worth. It is not the battle of

OPINION

teach you; or consult a chess

one of the most dominating and intellect and perhaps people may
popular games in the world. It
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resume writing. Shortly, each

proud holder of a B,S. degree.
And all this time you thought it

of us will leave our esteemed

meant Bachelor of Science: a

alma mater, and be hencefor-

resounding belly-laugh is your
just dessert. Those of us in
Business Management knew the
real truth all along.

waid thrust into the wide world

to fend for our poor little selves.
Students, have no fetu", as long
as you possess that blessed little

Management, for instance, and
receiving a resume from a

bright young lad fresh out of
Burger King. Apparently not
quite bright enough, becau.se he

failed to (creatively) highlight
the positive aspects of his job.
In.stead of painting a bland
picture, (which might reflect
reality, sadly), focus instead on
titles, position, and meaningless
technical jargon. His descrip

Highlight your major, your
minor(s), your concentration,
your specialization: anything
that might help you out and is

document that sums up your
entire personhood in 250 words
or less.

The simple fact of the matter
is that your resume will have to
stand out in the piles and piles

tion should include words like

"Chief Production Foreman".

"Team Leader", and "Injury

individuals. In order to catch

remotely defensible. For exam
ple. my resume reads: B.S. (see)
in Business Administration,
Concentration in Management
with a specialization in

the poor intem's eye as he/she
reads through thousands of
resumes in a given sitting, you

Accounting. Talk about cover
ing your bases. This works for
almost any application, from

(Sandwich Artist, in resume-

need to create a document that

Sandwich Artist caught himself
on fire and started running

breath of fresh air. so to speak.

janitorial to ambassadorial.
(Although the reason for need
ing a specialization in

But 1 digress, let's dive into the

Accounting for a custodial job

the 'valued customers'.

specifics.
First, the objective: this is

escapes me at this particular
juncture, I'm sure that by the
time this goes to prim I'll have

Finally, to sum up your little
brainchild, you must point out

of equally or more qualified

provokes meaning and depth, a

the little sentence where you
sum up your career goals. For
example, if you wish to get a job
at Goldman-Sachs, simply state
that you wish to be employed at
that particular firm. However,
this is dreadfully obvious, why

else would you be turning a
resume in? Absolutely every
opening sentence will read
exactly the same. Boring.

but want to receive some sort of

recognition for the fact that you
can't even remember which trip

"EMPLOY

you went on.

ME

GOSHDARN

I T. " ( A f t e r F o x , y o u m a y
include language not necessari

speak), and stood by the fire
extingui.sher in case the

through the restaurant, scaring

thought of something remotely
witty...)
Make sure to mention your
minors and any 'special study' or
honors courses in here as weW,
like, "special study in Bohemian
hops", which es.sentia//y means
you .spent a lift/e too n)uch time
at tlie pub on Junior's Abmad.

bang opener like the following;

Instead, consider a whiz-

Safety Speciali.st". even if only
to state (somewhat loosely) that
he unwrapped the frozen slab.s
of meat, told the burger-flipper

After this little exercise in

creative writing, you are expect
ed to list your prior work expe
rience in strict chronological
order. Unfortunately, for many

every little instance of commu
nity involvement that could
even remotely be construed as
beneficial to humanity as a
whole. For those of use who go
on multiple serve trips, and
make good use of Saturday
Servants, this section should be
cake.

For those of us .scratching
our heads at the thought of
shamelessly exploiting our most
basic acf.s of decency, iiavc no
fear. Everyone'.s doing it.

Imagine being (he only one who
didn't mtu"k down every time he
or she helped an elderly woman
across a busy intersection, or

ly appropriate for this column.)
Imagine the slow sarca.stic smile
spreading across the intern's
face after reading slacks of sick

college students, the 'prior expe

ening similarity.

rience' is rather unrelated to our

picked up a piece of trash in the
local park. The competition is
fierce, limited only by the imag

dreams and aspirations.

i n a t i o n o f t h e w r i t e r, n o t a c t u a l

This, will stand out. if for no

other reason than it appropriate

This is not the section to

acts of service, as some would

ly conveys your true feelings
and objectives. Honesty is

describe your employment at
the local burger joint, especially

naively have us believe.

refreshing, your resume makes
it past the first hurdle and gets

if applying to a job actually

little exercise has been useful.

requiring a college education.
Instead. tr>' to relay your hard-

Please don't take this literally,

lumped into the. "maybe, take

Fellow students, I hope this

it's satire.

The flag of the United States of America is nothing more than a symbol
cool. Through the 1980s, 1990s,
and pretty much up until

I should explain myself.
After much thinking and careful

my faith a lot. For the most part,
idolatry isn't a problem for peo

But a flag is nothing more
than a symbol, much like a "no

September 12, 2001,1 was okay

consideration, 1 have reasoned

with the United States flag.
Before theit, a U.S. flag on stuff

smoking" sign. It is nothing to be
"proud" of. Just as your citizen

of America has become a fixation

was almost as cool as the British

for idolatry. Like the United

States' previous form of idolatry,

brought to expression after I read

flag. Boxer shorts, bikinis, and
motorcycles were all guilty of
being in this category.

ple who do not believe in the sal
vation power of Jesus Christ.
But for Christians idolatry can be
a hindrance, especially when we
cannot recognize it. I've been

November 14, 2003 issue of the
Crescent. Much simplified, it

But now, some people, much
like the author of the flag com

I A M F. S E U B A N K

Guest Editorial

First off, let me say that this

thought process has been
dwelling in me for quite some
time and it has recently been

an opinion piece in the

that the flag of the United States

boy bands, this fixation is fortu
nately beginning to thin out after
a couple years.

guilty of it. Under the New

But there are still a number of

Covenant, we are to flee from

flag groupies that parade the flag
as something to respect or be

guilty of this.
At sometime, we've all been

ship of this nation is nothing to
be "proud" of. If anything, your
attitude toward citizenship here
should be one of gratitude much
more than pride.
Please do not invest so much

emotion into something as mun
dane as a nation's representative

was a comment on which flags

mentary of November 14th, are

should be displayed in our coun

pretty hung up about the flag of

try. So here is my commentary.

the United States of America.

proud of. I know I am a bit

idolatry (I Cor.lO: 14-21) for we
belong to Christ, as He is our
Lord. So why pay homage to a

You display it on your cars, in

behind the times, as this com

brightly colored piece of fabric

the flag of the United States of

mentary would have been more

America will bum right next to

simply something 1 ask you to

Most likely it is an opinion many

flag. Flags will not last. When it

comes before the Lord in the end,

windows, on your walls, on
on this campus may disagree your
your
shirts, pencils, etc. You are
with, or perhaps some have no so caught
up in it that you some

relevant in the months after

and shed tears when you see it?
Do you do these things when you

September 2001. But I still think

think about the sacrifice of

way,1havecomeo
th
teponith
tat

times weep when you see if(if

there is a need to address this

Christ, or at least in a commun

think about before you affix

the author of the commentary

1rememberwhenh
teflagof
,he United States of Atueri^

ion setting? You may very well
do this, and it is proper for you to

another bumper sticker on your

said this in jest, I did not perceive

problem even now.
I do not express myself as a

theologian, but I do contemplate

do so.

even given it a thought. Either
I should write it out.

Pfccmhei?^!

it as such).

pornography and fast cars. It is

vehicle.
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srael seeking security but causing oppression by occupying Palestinian lane
MARILEE

be at risk of being blown to

JOLIN

Fox can remember. Indeed,

tional presentation of the frustra
tions of Palestinians. To foray

sion for the Israelis or show

probably longer than most pro

remorse and regret for the

fessors at Fox can remember.

into the emotional trauma of a

H o l o c a u s t . H o w e v e r, w e m u s t

Without question, the conflicts

excuse for terrorism, there is

Palestinian father watching his

understand the situation as it is

there (particularly the

value in asking "why" terrorism
occurs. The "why" in this case
refers back to the previous para

young daughter bleed to death at
an Israeli checkpoint that will not

today. In that situation, the

I s r a e l / P a l e s t i n e c o n fl i c t ) h a v e

allow a Palestinian ambulance to

ly, more to be feared than to be

pass through is for another essay.

afraid.

pieces when they step on a city

Last week an article was pub
lished in the Crescent opinion

bus with their children.

our support". Though I have read
many things in the Crescent I

have not agreed with during the
course of my four years at Fox, I
simply could not allow the asser
tions made in that article to go
unanswered.

Though the author of the arti
cle ambiguously discusses the
Middle East, 1 will confine my
comments primarily to the
I s r a e l i / P a l e s t i n i a n c o n fl i c t , a s

that is where my familiarity lies.
To begin, the author notes

that the Israelis have the right as
humans to "occupy and live
peaceably in a land". It is a bit

ironic that while attempting to
argue Israel's classic security
defense, the author chooses the
word "occupy", a controversial
word that has much greater
meaning in the Israel/Palestine
debate than I'm sure the author is
a w a r e .

For years, Israel has asserted
that they are not in fact "occupy
ing the land" because the word
"occupy" infers that they are
holding the land captive from the
people who live there; that those
who occupy the land have no
ownership over it. One group
working for Palestinian rights is
called End the Occupation, a
direct reference to this group's
call for Israel to return the land

they are occupying to Palestine.
All this to say: I am sure this '
is not what the author intended.

She meant to point out that Israel
has a right to be secure. I agree
wholeheartedly. No one should

However, we cannot stop the
inquiry there. Though there is no

graph. Though Israel is clearly
seeking its own security, it is
doing so by occupying the land
of another people and oppressing
them.

Certainly this is no excuse for
suicide bombings; there is never

This is a small and unemo

Another concern I have with

the article is its attempt to portray
the Israelis as the cornered puppy
dog of the Middle East. The peo
ple of Israel, particularly during
the Holocaust, have undergone

a n e x c u s e f o r s u c h b e h a v i o r.

Still, to condemn Palestinian vio

The Israelis are not vul

lence without mentioning the

nerable victims in the

ever-growing Israeli occupation

Middle East.

of Palestine is the same as con

demning the violence of our
founding fathers in gaining inde
pendence without mentioning the

Israelis are, particularly militari

My last concern is in respect
to the author's presentation of the

RINE

Guest Editorial

I have to admit I was greatly

disturbed after reading

only God's intervention can bring

the Middle East "enemies" of
Israel. The article refers to the

peace is that it encourages inac
tion. I do not know exactly what

occupants of the Middle East
without identifying a specific
people group. Indeed, her com
parisons and challenges often

the author refers to when she

discussed topic of homosexuals
and the Church, but instead of

taking a typical stance against
homosexuals in church leader

ship, the writer asserted that
homosexuals should not be

allowed to be part of the Church
at all.

She first quoted an aspect of
Old Testament law about putting
homosexuals

to

death.

Interestingly enough, no one
seems to throw around levitical

quotes about stoning insubordi
nate children or executing adul
t e r e r s . V e r y f e w , i f a n y.

Christians follow Judaic law, yet

In my experience, God does
some of His best work through

Afghanis into one big Muslim

willing Christians to whom He
gives a huge vision. Often these
people are working in "hopeless"

terrorist blob.

s i t u a t i o n s . To s i t b a c k o n o u r

seem to blend nationalities as dif
ferent as Palestinians and

Muslim. These assertions really

understanding of what has moti

nerable victims in the Middle

need no comment. I am sure the

remove God's primary avenue

vated them.

East.

author did not intend to lump all
these characteristics and people

for action.

together.

come in the Middle East if God

A few important things to

Indeed, Israel receives over

keep in mind when attempting to

$4 billion dollars in aid from the

better understand Palestinian
Trans-Arab

United States each year, the bulk
of which is military aid. The

Research Center reports that in

Center for Defense Information

motivation:

the

1948, 750,000 Palestinians were

expelled from their homeland, or
fl e d f r o m v i o l e n c e .

Between June 1967 and April
2002,44 Security Council resolu
tions have been passed calling for
restrictions of Israel's military

To this I will simply say: not
all

Middle

Easterners

are

Muslims, not all Muslims are ter
rorists and not all terrorists are

that He already is intervening.
God is intervening through the

in Washington D.C. notes that r a n d o m c o m m e n t s o n M u s l i m e ff o r t s o f C h r i s t i a n P e a c e m a k e r ' s
Israel possesses an unspecified schooling did just that. In order Teams work in Palestine and Iraq
arsenal of nuclear weapons that to make any progress in the and the humanitarian relief pro
has never been inspected.
Middle East, these groups cannot vided by groups like World
An interesting book compar
be indiscriminately yoked. This
Vision and Northwest Medical
is essential to understanding and Teams. God is intervening
ing the living standards of differ
ultimately aiding in the resolu
tion of the conflict.

notes that, minus the oil-rich

In closing, I would like to

that would allow for the return of

address the comment, "Let's face

withdrawal from Palestinian

nations, Israel has the highest per
capita income in the Middle East
but is also the number one recip
ient of foreign aid among those

cities. None of these 44 resolu

nations.

some have no qualms about abus

use of scripture. The Bible should

ing it to prove a point.
Jesus did say that he came to
fulfill the law, not to abolish it.
But this assertion must be paired

and ministry of Jesus in the cen
ter. It is merely a fact that indi
vidual verses and passages can be

be read as a whole, with the life

contradictory, but if we read the
Bible through the lens of Christ,
we are far less likely to come up

it: unless God intervenes, peace
is not coming to the Middle

to sit back and wait for Him to

East." True, there 4ias been con

and ask how He wants to inter

tinual strife in the Middle East

vene through us.

Christians, but how can you be a
Christian when you knowingly
go against God's law?"
Every Christian, gay or
straight, male or female, young
or old, knowingly violates God's
law (a.k.a. sins) on a dally basis.

intervene, but to get on our knees

And you
can

quote

me on that!
"Reports that say some

the Church.

al struggles. Many claim that

me, because as we

homosexuality is different than

know, there are known

Back to the issue at hand.
What disturbed me most about

place by the Israelites. In fact, the

Christian Church has reserved

Judaizers, a Christian sect which

seating for "good people," that
somehow one must earn a right to

this article is the notion that the

sit at Christ's table. Doesn't this

other sins because it is a lifestyle.
How is that different from pride?
That is the most obvious lifestyle
sin I can imagine; everyone has

pride and few realize^t, let alone

core of Christianity; the rich love,

actively try to change.
I am not trying to assert that
homosexuality is not sinful. I am

strated the need for Christians to

acceptance, and grace of Jesus?

be educated hermaneutically. All
Fox students have a blitzkrieg

It is the "good" people that
Jesus rebuked 2,000 years ago, at
it was the rejects of society with
whom he built relationships. I
think if Jesus were around today,

merely asserting that Christianity

interpretation of scripture.
Anyone can* make a case for
almost any agenda by picking
and choosing verses out of con
text and stringing them together
to support a point.
This approach is a direct mis

Iraq. God has work to do in the
Middle East and it is not our job

as the exclusion of anyone from

with bizarre doctrinal ideas, such

came to fulfill and uphold, not
the detailed Levitical law put in

exposure to hermaneutics in
introductory Bible courses, but
this knowledge does not seem to
be widely applied in personal

through the work of GFU gradu
ate Matt Chandler currently in

We are selfish, prideful people
who specialize in judging and
ignoring people and their person

This is the law that Jesus

Icgalistically followed Judaic
law, was adamantly reproached
by Paul in the book of Galatians.
This article clearly demon

I agree that peace will only

ranging from September 11th
accusations, to Arafat quotes, to

(Material World, Peter Menzel)

yourself.

send a mystic lightning bolt of

intervenes. However, I contend

ent nations around the world

refugees, dismantling of settle
ments and the complete Israeli

haunches and wait for God to

H o w e v e r, h e r c o m m e n t s

occupation of the West Bank,
Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem,

Jesus gave that summarized the
law: Love the Lord your God
with all your heart, soul, and
mind, and love your neighbor as

The article dealt with the oft-

speaks of God intervening.

we must do so with a complete

Indeed,' we must condemn the
violence of the Palestinians, but

with the two commandments

ing an article like that and ascrib
ing those opinions and misquoted
scriptures to the whole of
Christianity.

with the article's assertion that

peace to the Middle East is
wrong because by removing the
responsibility from ourselves we

reasons behind their actions.

an article in the last issue of the

Christian or a homosexual read

even concede that a peaceful end
is not in sight.
But the fundamental problem

unimaginable suffering from
which the global community is
Still reeling. However, it is
important to note that politically,
economically and, most of all,
militarily, the Israelis are not vul

Homo.sexuality and God's Law,
Crescent. My reaction was
shock, followed by indignation,
and finally a deep embarassment.
1 shudder at the thought of a non-

complex and deep roots. I will

religious and political beliefs of

Christianity is for sinners, including homosexuals
ABIGAIL

for longer than any students at

that we should not have compas

Guest Editorial

section entitled, "Israel deserves

Again, none of this is to say

tions has been adhered to.

ethic blatantly violate the very

he would probably have little to
do with our churches. He would

be on the street, spending time
with the gays, the lesbians, the
prostitutes, the homeless.
In her article, Phronsie

thing hasn't happened

are always interesting to

knowns; there are
things we know we
know. We also know
there are known

unknowns: that is to say
we know there are some

things we do not know.
But there are also

close our church doors to anyone

unknown unknowns the ones we don't know

unless we lock ourselves out, too.

we don't know."

is for sinners. We should never

In Matthew 9:10-13 Jesus

was reprimanded by the
Pharisees for dining with sinners.
Jesus responded, "It is not those
who are healthy who need a
physician, but those who are sick.

"A comment made in

February 2002 by
Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld. He

But go and learn what this

just won the award for

means; 'I desire compassion, and

the most baffling com
ment by a public figure .

Orozco wrote: "Granted, homo

not sacrifice,' for I did not come

sexuals may say that they are

to call the righteous, but sinners."
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Santa and his elves
keep the Christmas

Hoop there it is, Lady Bruins headed to the top
the chance. New to the Bruin

club this year, but no strangers to
the game are freshmen point

Spirit alive for the
Sports Editor

guard/wing Robin Taylor and
post Katie Plumb. All arc ready
to go at it with everything they

Blazers too

have.
What do all of these ladies

It never ends; my team con- lion dollar smile. In fact, hon
"nucs to get a bad rap. estly. he is a little scarj' looking.

have in common? They all see

The guy is monstrous, and

the top of the conference and

ters into the Oregonian daily and besides that, his head is literally
He definitely qual
prolonging the negativity the humongous.
fies as a 270 lb. behemoth and a
Portland Trail Blazers just can't idrunk
insuranceless one at that!

year's fourth place finish, they

Disgruntled fans are sending let

seem to shake free of. In fact,

it s as if these fans wonder if the

' ^^J' tzers have players that tend to
black out. drop F-Bombs on

they know they have what it
takes to get there. With many of
the players returning from last
already have an edge on the game

Though the next Blazer.

and with each other. The chem

Derek Anderson, just might be

istry is present and no, we're not

non-e.xistent as of late, he cannot

be forgotten. Santa is a very car
ng guy; he's St. Nick for crying
influence or something {Can you iout
loud. So for Christmas this
believe this? Blasphemy 1 tell season he's bringing D.A. a back
you).
brace, a massage, Tylenol, a pet
So in lieu-of the Christmas

talking about atoms, but the sci

ence for a championship team. So

reporters, or drive under the

season, and knowing that Santa
thinks we're all so sweet and
nice, it's time to look at the

Blazers in a whole new light. It
is lime to look at the things
Santa Glaus and his elves arc
bringing each of those "lovable"
Trail Blazers.

As one of the captains and

Leprechaun, and anything else
there is to get this guy back on
the court. Right now, they need
him regardless if the guy has one
leg, a limp arm. or a comb over;
they need him at the two guard

spot. He was a warrior in last
year's playoffs and he will

undoubtedly battle to the bitter

end this year, too.

Cheeks-proclaimed "floor

leader." Damon Stoudamire gets
a D.A.R.E. t-shirt. Shoot, this

guy is as clean as they come ...

The next guy Santa's got big
plans for is the braided beatnik.

Qyntel Woods. Since safety is
so important, the North Pole

now... right? I mean, he said he
was completely done with

crew has decided to purchase

Marijuana, and that he didn't
want drugs to continue to screw

Santa knows not everyone can
afford such a spendy certificate

up his life. So he's said the same

as well as top-notch accident

thing three times before, but

could probably make a book of

coverage, and hey, maybe
Comrows [Woods] can't either.
So because Woods might not be
as privileged as the many other
Americans who are lucky

generic quotes every athlete is

enough to niiikc a fraction of

supposed to say. But with his
D.A.R.E. t-shirt, he will be an

what he does and are able to buy

what is not to believe this time?

Besides, he is the team's very
own Rush Limbaugh—the guy

auto insurance for Mr. Woods.

their insurance, Santa Claus
wants to help out Woods and

example for all to follow.
After starting with one of the

make sure that he too is being

captains, it is important to talk

safe on the road. And what is a

about captain number two,

better way of doing that than

Rasheed Wallace. Due to the fact

making sure the man has auto

Santa knows Sliced has all sorts

insurance?

of good things to say about
everyone around him (especially

Last but not least, the one

guy who's Christmas just might

referees) when he actually
decides he can talk to people on

not be that happy is Bonzi Wells.
Santa Claus is bringing him a

as well as outside of the basket

lump of coal. Not only has the

ball court, he will definitely get a

guy been a punk to the fans as

microphone. It would be sad if
all of his gi'cat thoughts and

well as Maurice Cheeks, he has

philosophies were left unheard
by the millions nationwide. In
\fact. the tmth of the matter is,

that he just might be spouting
out the secret cures to cancer or

the common cold, and thus, he

some serious psychological
issues as well—he has a problem

remembering when or when he
doesn't do things like saluting
the crowd with the one finger

wonder. So though he has tried

to put his "friendly" face on

must be heard.

before, Santa Claus is setting his

Venturing on down the ros
ter, the next person we stumble
upon is Zach Randolpli, known

foot down this holiday season

alsoasZ-Bo. At)cr watching the

beginning part of the season,
Santa
b
a n t ais sure
i s stou bring
r e t him
o oar way
ing

and getting Wells something that
matches his attitude.

There you have it, Santa
Claus is definitely coming to

town. And
this year in particu""z , ■ , • ^ •

una«

coo. l. p. air.of s;ui nngdlaaal ei sn damnde a olaru, h
ea
checkwinhgohisoha
t twt.chce
t
lust
n
really nice and dresay outlt Tom and ind.ng ot uat who on ,

Cntisc style. Thia gny is on the Portlatd TratI Blazo.s h vc bee,
verge of anpcr-stardom. He has nanghty or ntee (Al right, no

what have coach Rueck and his

assistants been stressing these
days? He is stressing perfection,
and the girls do not seem to mind
COURT VISION: Clark uses X-Ray vision to thread the defense

as 6.2 rebounds per game. Can

DANE COPPINT

you say First Team AIl-NWC?

Staff Writer

Sophomore wing Kellie Thomas

Maybe people think they
can't, but doubt not, George Fox

(12.6 ppg, 3.2 rpg) can also sing

Univeristy knows the Lady
Bruins can. The team is looking

wing Honorable Mention Liz

that little diddy as well as junior

good. In fact, if anyone has made
it to any of the four games that
these ladies have already played
in the pre-season, they cannot

seven-year head coach Scott

Rueck, these ladies got number

yet? It's the fans.

As Leith puts it, "get your
butt to the game" and make sure
to get rowdy with the highly
renowned Courtside Chaos.

Bruin Pride is sure to be spilling

have already welcomed the 2003-

04 season with three big wins and
only one loss. Definitely not a

out everywhere.

games last season because of

right by us. The Lady Bruins

injury, but is now back and ready
to roll.

Believe it or not, that's not all

\t is not going to be easy, but
with what the team is set to bring
to the table . . . Just bring it. The
Lady Bruins are pumped and

the cream of the crop for the
Lady Bruins this year. Junior post excited for the 2003 season. Add
Sarah Myhre (5.5 ppg), sopho
a little music, some fundamen

Leading the team on the court

more post Brittanie Strutz, and

is senior post Darby Cave, who

sophomore wing/post Erin

everywhere will be shouting

averaged an impressive J 0.8

Powers are also ready to rock and

"Hoop, there it is .. ."

points per game last year as well

eventually rise to the top given

tals, and skills and GFU students

Making major strides toward renewed

success day by day and game by game
M O L LY

BOYLE

Staff Writer
Opening up their season
with a home game here at

several seconds. After getting
fouled, the guys had the oppor

first win of the season. They

tunity to tum it back around in

The team this year is fairly

their favor with a couple free

November 21, the men's bas

throws. However, both free
throws were missed and so was
the win. The final score was

ketball team was hopeful to

88-89 Northwest.

George Fox University on

are now 1-1 on the season.

young. Out of the 11 members,
eligibility wise, there are four

freshmen, four sophomores,
one junior, and two seniors.

Since they are such a young

s t a r t t h e i r s e a s o n o ff w i t h a

On a brighter note, the men

win. Unfortunately, that proved
to be merely wishful thinking

won their second game on
November 25 against Warner

on their part.

Pacific College here at home.

Everyone thought that
bringing home a win for the
first game of the season was

long before they are playing up

Fundamentally this was a much

to their fiill abilities and consis

better game than the game

tently start winning games.
They are coached by Mark

looking plausible. However,

after dominating the game the
entire first half and the majori
ty of the second half, the guys

against Northwest. Their shoot
ing was much more accurate

and there were not as many
turnovers. The guys just all

team, they are still adapting to
each other's playing styles and
different abilities. It will not be

Sundquist who is in his fourth
year as the head coach.

The next men's home game

around played better. After

isn't until January 9 against the

seemed to lose focus of the task
at hand. The team started

being down 41-47 at half time,

allowing more turnovers,
mi.sscd numerous free throws,
and ultimately, allowed more

outscored Warner Pacific by 11

University of Puget Sound.
However, in the meantime,
they have several away games.

the team came back with a fury.
They kicked up their play and

Their next game is at 5:30pm

points in the second half. The
guys held the lead over Wamcr

this Friday night against

Pacific most of the game and in

Portland. The team would not

Absolutely dominant, the point, and beware . . . the-

U—iy, he is .0. tnnch of crazy elves am everywhere.

from Northwest College were
able to step their game up a few
notches and steal the game

the end were able to hold them

and sure doesn't have that mii-

away from the team in the last

December 5. 2003

is one thing missing. Stumped

Alexander, who missed ten

one on their minds and that's all

scoring by the other team. As
the Bruins struggled, the men

an inteligent-sounding talker mcluding th. NBA.

cess they are set to achieve, there

sophomore point guard Kim
Leith-<9 ppg, 3.4 rpg), as well as
junior point guard Melissa

Behind the leadership of

shabby way to start off the sea

is only beginning to gain momen
tum. Yet, regardless of any suc

Amy Fitch (6.2 ppg, 3.7 rpg),

deny, this team can go to the top.

s o n .

Bruin basketball and the season

Clark (8.3 ppg, 7.8 rpg).
Moving on down through the
roster, let us not forget the other
great players like senior wing

easHybeenthebeatBa
l zerIha
i morerhym.ng,t ,sgetntgahi

ve and the gny has l>een tie ehee.sy up ,n here). Von get

a bit. It can be seen in practice
and the results have already
begun to be seen in the games
that have been played.
People are starting to feel
good about the future of Lady

K I R K H I R O TA

Northwest Christian College in

off and eventually pull off a

only love the support from the
s t u d e n t b o d y, b u t m a s s

great win. The final score of the

amounts of fans are greatly

game was 87-82 Bruins, their

encouraged!
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Rueck does it like dad and excels

Ch/izy Spouts haiinpss:

Turkey time
makes for

as both a father and a coach
KRNDRA

WRLI.S

Staff Writer

positive influ
ence because

When asked what made him

"everybody gets
more opportuni

decide to coach, Scott Rueck

ty," Thomas

responded without hesitation:
"My dad." Rueck's dad was a

said, "Our team
is really getting

coach so as Rueck explains it, he

"grew up in a gym". Ever since

She

men

tioned that the

coaching at George Fox
University and his first year as a

only lost one

father.

What first sparked Rueck's

year and this
•year they have

desire to coach was the fact his

"good leaders."

sister had played basketball here
under Craig Taylor. He thought it

All of these fac

sister was on. When he was twen

ty-three he became the assistant
coach at GPU and two years later
was promoted to head coach of
the girl's basketball team. The
years of experience at GPU have
taught him not to make things too
complicated. "The simpler things
are belter," said Rueck. As far as

two freshmen
add a lot to the
team. The team

tors on top of
the growing

ting better

G F U ' S AT H L E T I C S H O M E PA G E

e v e r y d a y . " MASTERMIND: Rueck strategizes the move
Thomas contin

that's bound to get the other team in checkmate
ues by saying
their main goal
son now, our first kid"; and
this year is to focus on their

"thinking into the future" he said

defense.

he is able to better appreciate the

improvement goes Rueck said,
"I'm not quite as emotional as 1

Rueck's greatest success story
over the past eight years occurred

used to be."

in the 1999-00 season. The

Rueck said his greatest weak
ness in coaching is "the officials.

women's basketball team hadn't

things from his father's perspec
tive now, through the eyes of a

beaten

Lutheran

coach and dad. He also thanks

! don't have a whole lot of

University in three years. "(We)
knew we were capable but they
intimidated us, especially on their

Taylor because "he gave me the
coach job when I was twenty-

patience for officials" and he has
to "mentally prepare himself for
Fox behavior." His strength lies
in his understanding of basketball,
or otherwise put: his "knowledge

court," said Rueck. They went up
to Tacoma and after an insightful
pep talk they "beat 'em 56-41 and

of the game." The positive side of

just dominated." Prom there the

his emotional link to the game

team felt they could "beat anyone

according to junior Kellie Thomas

anywhere." The lesson Rueck

is that "he knows his stuff...what

learned from the experience was
"how important the mental side of

gets us fired up."
Another of Rueck's hope is
"creating an atmosphere that col

the game is."
His greatest defeat story was

lege girls enjoy playing in." He

when the team lost to Whitman

said the key to a team's success is
fun. "If you're having fun doing

College twice last year. They

something you'll do it well," said
Rueck.
The most noticeable differ

hadn't lost to them in the seven

years prior and ultimately let their
guard down and lost. Rueck
leamed a team has to "respect

ence in this year's team is their
lack of numbers; the team has 11

(the) opponent."

players instead of 15 as in previ

dad, "first and foremost." Rueck

ous years. The number has had a

and his wife have a "six week old

Rueck would like to thank his

fact his dad let him come with

him everywhere. He can see

seven and no experience."
To the Bruin fans Rueck said,
"In the front of our minds is that

everywhere we go we represent
our school." Rueck said the team

gets "such good support" and
their goal is to "make George Pox

proud." He made a point of say
ing that they are "not just playing
for the school, or for (them

selves), but for God."
The most recent success for

the team was on Sunday,
November 30. The girl's basket
ball team went to Minnesota and

collected a victory over the
University of St. Thomas, the
same team that they lost to in the
2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 N a t i o n a l To u r n a m e n t .
Go Bruins!

human quarterback forever.
1:08 - It's about time for kick-

while just about everyone on my
dad's side would have that Keanu
Reeves "Whoa" look on their face

off, so I leave the family again to
see if the Cowboys game has start

if you ever tried to explain to them
the option reverse. Naturally, we

Boyz II Men is singing the nation
al anthem.. They're still alive?!

ed. When I arrive in the TV room,

They haven't had an album out
since elementary school! I am

both shocked and appalled!

beloved annual Dallas Cowboys

1:12 - Back in the family
room, I leam my sister wants a

game was going to be very diffi

$400 camera for Christmas.

cult. I wondered if there was even

Words cannot even begin to
describe my thoughts.
1:49 - The first quarter is

a TV at the house. Do you under
stand the anguish I would have
suffered throughout Thanksgiving

experience and
the team is "get

old boss men

(Mom's) happens to love sports,

switch off every other year which
side of the family we visit for
Thanksgiving, and this year would
be a year where watching my

senior from last

P a c i fi c

WEBER

Staff Writer
One side of my family

along great."

he was two years old he had want
ed to "be like dad," which started
with him being the ball boy. This
will be Rueck's eighth year

might be fun to coach a team his

lARED

Cowboys, kitty
cats, and 80 year

dinner had there not been a TV to

watch the game? Well, I didn't
totally watch it anyway. Let me
just tell you how my
Thanksgiving football experience
went.

12:44 pm - I walk into the
house, immediately embarking on
a frantic search for a TV. Much to

my relief, 1 find a little 10-inch
screen in one of the old bedrooms,
and it even works. Praise God!

12:45 - After my long,
exhausting search, 1 replenish my
energy with a grape flavored
gummi bear. Easily the most dif
ficult gummi bear I've ever had.
About four minutes later, I finally
swallow it.

12:50 -1 visit with the family
for awhile, but I cannot resist the
urge to check on the early game.
I'm absolutely positive Brett
Pavre will have led the Green Bay
Packers to a comeback over the

lowly Detroit Lions. When I
arrive at the channel, Pavre is
•throwing up a bomb that comes up
short. Apparently, he's thrown
three picks, and I wonder if his

body has been possessed by Akili
Smith. The thought is short-lived,

though, and I just figure he's get
ting old. No one can be a super-

over, and after watching bits and

pieces between visitations, I am
ashamed of my Cowboys.

They've been out gained 100
yards to 10. I don't know what's
wrong. I blame George
Steinbrenner.

2:26 - Richie Anderson just
scored his second touchdown for

Dallas. No joke, I had this strange
urge to pick him up in one of my
fantasy leagues this week, but did
n't. I am such an idiot. I also

want to kick everyone on the
Cowboys (except Roy Williams).
The offense is playing great,
something they never 60. And

their "Best D in the NFL" is get
ting man-handled like little weak
lings by the Dolphins Offensive
Line. Why on Thanksgiving? I'm
going to hear about this back in
the dorm.

3:25 - Thanksgiving dinner
has been going on for about a half
hour. I'm sick of watching the
game, but my cousin tells a col
lege story about how he con
vinced a couple of freshmen that

their room was haunted and they
believed it for four months. This

was by far the conversational

highlight of the day.
3:45 - Since the story, dinner
table discussion has been about
cats for 20 minutes solid. The

topic finally switches to my dad's
boss.

3:58 - I leave in a very

HAGGARD SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

stealthy fashion to check on the
game. What?!?! 40-21?!?! How
the crap does the Cowboys
defense give up 40—count 'em—
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forty points?!?! I agonize in
severe frustration for ten minutes

before going back to the table.
K^»v»h W. Manrioia. Ph.D.

D?an. Haggard School

4:08 - They're still talking
about my dad's boss. FORTY

of Theology

POINTS! I can't believe this!

The Cowboys are getting demol
ished, and my family has spent 43
minutes talking about furry ani
mals and 80-year-old men.
Vierzig punkte!
4:17 - Quincy Carter throws

his second interception in a come
back effort. No surprise there.
4:33-There's number three. I

don't even know why I'm watch
ing anymore. Troy Afkman des
perately needs to unretire. That's
December 5,1^3

all I have to say.
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